
technical data - season 2025

1300 Yukon 50+10 
Women 

Measurements:       74 x 30 x 20 cm     

Volume:       50 l + 10 l        

Weight:       2,500 kg

Carrying system 1:   V2-System Women  

Fabric 1:   reTex 6.6 Eco    

Fabric 2:   T-Microrip 2.1 Eco

Fabric bottom:    Cordura ® 500 den Eco  

feature
[1] V2 Carrying System Women
[2] Snow guard with two drawstrings under the lid
[3] Removable section between main and bottom compartment
[4] Padded shoulder straps tailored to the female form
[5] Load control straps
[6] Height-adjustable chest strap, can be fixed in two positions
[7] Special construction whereby hipbelt-fixation is re-directed to allow
for single-handed adjustment
[8] If you need to, the Tatonka Hip Belt Pouch (Item 1340) can be 
attached to the hip belt
[9] Side compression straps
[10] Handle on front and back
[11] Strong No.10 zipper
[12] Lockable zipper slider
[13] Height-adjustable lid with gear loops
[14] Removable lid that can be fixed to the shoulder straps with SR 
buckles and thus used as a front pocket
[15] Webbing fastening over the snow guard
[16] Removable lid can be used separately as a bag (lid fixation = 
carrying strap)
[17] Lid with key holder and insert pocket
[18] Rain cover
[19] Hydration system compatible
[20] Base made from durable CORDURA® material
[21] Bottom drawn high at the sides with all-round compression straps
[22] Double bottom
[23] Side pockets made of an elastic material
[24] Gear loops on the front
[25] Large front opening
[26] Voluminous zippered front pocket
[27] First Aid Compartment (Contents not included)
[28] PFC/PFAS-free DWR finish

color:   040 black        
279 elemental blue  

Tatonkas trekking classic for women with proven women's carrying system and optimized features. The slim women's trekking backpack Yukon Women is designed for loads of up to 25 kilograms. Its lightweight and stable V2 Women 
Carrying System can be optimally adjusted to the length of your back, while the hip belt with its three-dimensionally shaped hip fins hugs the pelvis perfectly and offers very efficient load transfer. For the 2025 season, we have 
enhanced the features of the backpack: the lid compartment can be removed and either attached to the front of the shoulder straps as a front pocket or used separately as a shoulder bag. In addition, the backpack now has a large, 
voluminous front pocket that makes it quick and easy to stow a jacket, for example. The base of the backpack is made from robust CORDURA® and reinforced on the inside with a second layer of fabric. The cut of the pack prevents 
water from penetrating this important area thanks to the raised bottom seam at the side. Available in sizes 50+10 liters and 60+10 liters. The backpack has a PFC/PFAS-free DWR finish.

* Errors and technical modifications reserved


